Purpose: Glycogen storage disease type III is a rare disease of variable clinical severity affecting primarily the liver, heart, and skeletal muscle. It is caused by deficient activity of glycogen debranching enzyme, which is a key enzyme in glycogen degradation. Glycogen storage disease type III manifests a wide clinical spectrum. Individuals with glycogen storage disease type III present with hepatomegaly, hypoglycemia, hyperlipidemia, and growth retardation. Those with type IIIa have symptoms related to liver disease and progressive muscle (cardiac and skeletal) involvement that varies in age of onset, rate of disease progression, and severity. Those with type IIIb primarily have symptoms related to liver disease. This guideline for the management of glycogen storage disease type III was developed as an educational resource for health care providers to facilitate prompt and accurate diagnosis and appropriate management of patients. Methods: An international group of experts in various aspects of glycogen storage disease type III met to review the evidence base from the scientific literature and provided their expert opinions. Consensus was developed in each area of diagnosis, treatment, and management. Results: This management guideline specifically addresses evaluation and diagnosis across multiple organ systems (cardiovascular, gastrointestinal/nutrition, hepatic, musculoskeletal, and neuromuscular) involved in glycogen storage disease type III. Conditions to consider in a differential diagnosis stem from presenting features and diagnostic algorithms are discussed. Aspects of diagnostic evaluation and nutritional and medical management, including care coordination, genetic counseling, hepatic transplantation, and prenatal diagnosis, are addressed. Conclusions: A guideline that will facilitate the accurate diagnosis and appropriate management of individuals with glycogen storage disease type III was developed. This guideline will help health care providers recognize patients with all forms of glycogen storage disease type III, expedite diagnosis, and minimize stress and negative sequelae from delayed diagnosis and inappropriate management. It will also help identify gaps in scientific knowledge that exist today and suggest future studies.
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Disclaimer: ACMG standards and guidelines are designed primarily as an educational resource for medical geneticists and other health care providers to help them provide quality medical genetic services. Adherence to these standards and guidelines does not necessarily ensure a successful medical outcome. These standards and guidelines should not be considered inclusive of all proper procedures and tests or exclusive of other procedures and tests that are reasonably directed to obtaining the same results. In determining the propriety of any specific procedure or test, the geneticists should apply their own professional judgment to the specific clinical circumstances presented by the individual patient or specimen. It may be prudent, however, to document in the patient’s record the rationale for any significant deviation from these standards and guidelines.
Most individuals with GSD III survive into adulthood as in the case of the two patients (a male and a female) originally reported by Snappes and Van Creveld in 1928. Both patients had hepatomegaly and inability to mobilize liver glycogen. Both patients improved clinically with the hepatomegaly resolving after puberty, a common finding in affected individuals. In 1964, Van Creveld and Huijing demonstrated that these two patients had deficient debranching enzyme activity. It was further shown that although debranching enzyme, or AGD, was present in leukocytes of normal individuals, no AGD was found in the leukocytes of individuals with GSD caused by debranching enzyme deficiency.

The human debranching enzyme gene is a large single-copy gene (GenBank M85168) located on chromosome 1p21, which was cloned in 1991 by Yang et al. The human debranching enzyme gene spans 85 kb and contains 35 exons, encoding a 7.0-kb mRNA. Six mRNA isoforms are present, differing in the 5′ untranslated region and tissue distribution because of differential transcription and alternative exon usage of a single debranching enzyme gene. The major mRNA isoform present in both muscle and liver encodes a protein consisting of 1532 amino acid residues.

Overview and general background

GDE is one of the few known proteins with two independent catalytic activities occurring at separate sites on a single polypeptide chain. The two activities are transferase, glucosyl, and AGD. Both debranching enzyme and phosphorylase enzyme are needed for the complete degradation of glycogen. Clinical symptoms attributable to impaired degradation and increased glycogen accumulation include hepatic dysfunction and disease (hypoglycemia, pronounced hepatomegaly, and cirrhosis), variable skeletal myopathy, variable cardiomyopathy, and poor growth. Laboratory findings include increased liver enzyme levels, hypoglycemia, hyperlipidemia, and ketosis. The level of serum creatine kinase (CK) may be increased in individuals with muscular/cardiac involvement.

Type III GSD is an autosomal recessive disease that has been reported in many different ethnic groups including Caucasians, Africans, Hispanics, and Asians. The frequency of the disease is relatively high in Sephardic Jews of North African extraction (prevalence 1:5400). Individuals with this disease vary remarkably, both clinically and enzymatically. Most have disease involving both liver and muscle (type IIIa), some (~15% of all those with GSD-III) have only liver involvement (type IIIb), and in rare cases, there is a selective loss of only one of the two GDE activities: glucosidase (type IIIc) or transferase (type IIIId). GSD IIIc affects only the muscle, and GSD IIIId affects the muscle and the liver. The latter two are extremely rare with only a handful of cases reported.

Clinical history

During infancy and childhood, the dominant features are hepatomegaly, hypoglycemia, hyperlipidemia, and growth retardation. In individuals with muscle involvement (GSD IIIa), there is variable myopathy and cardiomyopathy. Serum CK levels can be useful to identify individuals with muscle involvement; however, normal CK levels do not rule out muscle enzyme deficiency.

Hepatomegaly and hepatic symptoms in most individuals with type III GSD improve with age and usually resolve after puberty. The apparent improvement may be related to a reduced relative glucose requirement. The decrease in liver size can be misleading as progressive liver cirrhosis and hepatic failure can occur, and some individuals develop end-stage liver cirrhosis. Hepatic adenomas have been reported with a prevalence ranging from 4% to as high as 25%. There are also reports of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). In rare instances, hepatic symptoms may be mild, and the diagnosis is not made until adulthood when the individuals manifest symptoms and signs of neuromuscular disease.

Muscle involvement in GSD IIIa is variable; some individuals have asymptomatic cardiomyopathy, some have symptomatic cardiomyopathy leading to death, and others have only skeletal muscle and no apparent heart involvement. Ventricular hypertrophy is a frequent finding, but overt cardiac dysfunction is rare. Sudden death thought to be caused by cardiac arrhythmias has been reported. There may be motor delays in childhood, weakness and wasting may slowly progress and become severe by the 3rd or 4th decade of life.

Myopathy can be both proximal and distal. Electromyography (EMG) reveals a widespread myopathy; nerve conduction studies may also be abnormal. Individuals with GSD III may be at increased risk for osteoporosis, especially those with muscle involvement. Polycystic ovaries are common, but fertility is not reduced. There have been reports of successful pregnancies in individuals with GSD III.

METHODS/PROCESS

Consensus development panel

An international group of experts in (a) clinical and laboratory diagnosis, (b) treatment and management (cardiac, gastrointestinal/dietary, musculoskeletal, neurologic, psychosocial, hepatic transplantation, general medical, and supportive and rehabilitative); and (c) genetic aspects of GSD III was assembled to review the evidence base and develop management guidelines. After a meeting during which published material and personal experience were reviewed by the panel, experts in the various areas reviewed the literature in these areas and drafted the guidelines. Conflict of interest statements were provided by the participants. All members of the panel reviewed and approved the final guidelines. Consensus was defined as agreement among all members of the panel. For the most part, the evidence and resulting recommendations are considered expert opinion because additional levels of evidence were not available in the literature. Penultimate drafts of these guidelines were shared with an external review group consisting of Salvatore DeMauro, MD, William Rhead, MD, Lane Rutledge, MD, Mark Tarnopolsky, MD, PhD, Joseph Wolfsdorf, MB, BCh, and Yuan-Tsong Chen, MD, PhD. Their suggestions were considered by the working group, and changes were made as considered appropriate.

Target audience

This guideline is directed at a wide range of providers. Although care is commonly provided by metabolic disease specialists/biochemical geneticists, gastroenterologists and neuromuscular experts, it is important that primary care providers and other specialists who often are involved in the care of these patients with GSD III also be able to recognize the condition and to provide appropriate care for these patients.

DIAGNOSTIC CONFIRMATION

Differential diagnosis

Type III GSD has variable symptoms depending on the severity and tissues and organs involved. As a result, the
Table 1 Differential diagnosis of GSD III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disorder</th>
<th>Similarity with GSD III</th>
<th>Distinguishing features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GSD type 0 (glycogen synthase deficiency)</td>
<td>Fasting hypoglycemia and ketosis</td>
<td>Absence of hepatomegaly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSD type I (glucose-6-phosphofructokinase deficiency)</td>
<td>Severe hypoglycemia and hyperlipidemia</td>
<td>Increased uric acid, increased lactate, lack of severe ketones, nephromegaly, and lack of muscle symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSD type II (acid alpha-glucosidase deficiency)</td>
<td>Myopathy-elevated CK, AST, and ALT levels</td>
<td>Lack of liver symptoms, AST usually higher than ALT, diaphragm involvement, proximal myopathy with distal sparing until late in disease course, and lysosomal glycogen on histology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSD type IV (hepatic presentation; branching enzyme deficiency)</td>
<td>Hepatomegaly, elevated AST, ALT levels</td>
<td>Lack of hypoglycemia until end-stage liver disease, polyglucosan storage on muscle biopsy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSD type IV (neuromuscular presentation; branching enzyme deficiency)</td>
<td>Increased CK, myopathy</td>
<td>Hypotonia, amylopectin-like inclusions, muscle atrophy, respiratory insufficiency, and sometimes dilated cardiomyopathy or neuronal involvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSD V and VII</td>
<td>Muscle glycogen storage, increased CK</td>
<td>Dynamic symptoms of exertional muscle contractures and rhabdomyolysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSD type VI (phosphorylase deficiency)</td>
<td>Hepatomegaly, elevated AST and ALT levels, hypoglycemia</td>
<td>Lack of muscle involvement, usually less severe clinically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSD type IX (phosphorylase kinase deficiency, liver forms)</td>
<td>Hepatomegaly, elevated AST and ALT levels, hypoglycemia ± elevated CK</td>
<td>X-linked form typically less severe clinically, other liver forms (Gamma2 variant and AR forms) can be more rapidly progressive, variability between and within different subtypes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disorders of fructose metabolism (hereditary fructose intolerance)</td>
<td>Hepatomegaly, elevated AST and ALT levels</td>
<td>Gastrointestinal symptoms long-term liver and kidney damage, prolonged clotting time, hypoalbuminemia, elevation of bilirubin, and proximal tubular dysfunction, hyperglycemia provoked by fructose intake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSD type XI (Glut-2 deficiency)</td>
<td>Hepatomegaly, elevated AST and ALT levels, hypoglycemia</td>
<td>Gastrointestinal symptoms, renal symptoms such as renal tubular acidosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disorders of gluconeogenesis (e.g., fructose 1–6 diphosphatase deficiency)</td>
<td>Hepatomegaly, elevated AST and ALT levels, hypoglycemia</td>
<td>Lactate elevation with fasting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary liver diseases (alpha-1-antitrypsin, hepatitis)</td>
<td>Hepatomegaly, elevated AST and ALT levels</td>
<td>Lack of fasting hypoglycemia and ketosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other metabolic disorders (Niemann Pick B, Gaucher)</td>
<td>Hepatomegaly, growth failure, hyperlipidemia</td>
<td>Presence of significant splenomegaly, lack of hypoglycemia, presence of storage cells characteristic for the disease</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The differential diagnosis of type III is extensive (Table 1), and a well-planned diagnostic approach is required. The most common alternative diagnosis in the differential is GSD type Ia. Features common to both disorders are hepatomegaly, hyperlipidemia, and hypoglycemia. However, some key differences between GSD I and III help differentiate these two disorders. Individuals with GSD I typically present earlier (in the first few months of life) with severe fasting hypoglycemia 3 to 4 hours after a feed. In individuals with GSD III, hypoglycemia is usually not as severe as in GSD I because of intact gluconeogenesis and the ability to metabolize peripheral branches of glycogen via phosphorylase. Nonetheless, there are cases of GSD III whose clinical onset is similar to that of GSD I. Laboratory features that further help to distinguish between these disorders are elevated uric acid and lactate concentrations in GSD I, which are typically normal in GSD III. GSD III is associated with higher hepatic transaminase concentrations than GSD I, and aspartate aminotransferase (AST)/alanine aminotransferase (ALT) concentrations exceeding 500 U/L are commonly seen.

Ultrasound imaging of the liver at baseline is similar in GSD I and GSD III, but the presence of nephromegaly in GSD type I can be a clue to the diagnosis. A controlled fasting study can further help distinguish GSD III from GSD I. Blood lactate concentrations rise rapidly in GSD type I as soon as hypoglycemia develops, whereas hyperketonemia with fasting is suggestive of GSD III.

Although transaminase elevation and hepatomegaly are common to many primary hepatic diseases and other metabolic disorders, hypoglycemia is uncommon until the development of end-stage liver disease (ESLD) for most disorders except GSDs. The extent of the hepatomegaly is similar in types VI and IX GSD, and all of these (GSD III, VI, and IX) can have profound ketosis after an overnight fast. The extent of the hypoglycemia, transaminase elevation, and hyperlipidemia are usually more severe in GSD III; however, severely affected individuals with GSD VI and GSD IX are being increasingly recognized. GSD type IV does not have hypoglycemia or ketone abnormalities until reaching end...
stage, and liver dysfunction is usually more pronounced in GSD IV.44

Muscle involvement and elevated CK concentrations can occur in GSD IIIa, some hepatic forms of GSD IX, McArdle disease, and late onset GSD II (Pompe disease) but with clinical and pathophysiologic differences. Muscle weakness in late onset Pompe disease is primarily truncal and proximal, affecting lower more than upper limbs; diaphragm weakness is common and may be the presenting symptom; and hepatomegaly or hypoglycemia are absent. In GSD III, muscle weakness can be both proximal and distal, is accompanied by hypoglycemia and hepatomegaly in children, does not affect muscles involved in respiration, and is usually not noted before presentation with hypoglycemia and/or hepatomegaly. Respiratory distress caused by involvement of the diaphragm is highly suggestive of Pompe disease and can be a key distinguishing feature not only from GSD III but also from other neuromuscular disorders.45 Limb-girdle muscular dystrophy, inflammatory myopathy, myasthenia gravis, motor neuron disease, and Pompe disease (GSD II) could be included in the differential diagnosis of adults presenting with weakness. Individuals with McArdle disease may have significantly elevated CK levels together with exercise-induced muscle cramps and are prone to develop rhabdomyolysis. These features help to distinguish it from GSD III. Myopathic motor unit potentials along with the presence of spontaneous activity on EMG may suggest a myositis, but this pattern is often seen with glycogen storage disorders, such as Pompe disease and GSD III.

Rarely, a severe infantile cardiomyopathy can occur in GSD III, which can be difficult to distinguish from Pompe disease and Danon disease. In these primary cardiac disorders, hypoglycemia is not present. There may be hepatomegaly caused by cardiac failure. A rare variant of phosphorylase kinase deficiency caused by mutations in the PRAK gene can also present with severe infantile hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.46 Other metabolic disorders such as Gaucher disease and Niemann-Pick disease may, initially, be confused with GSD because of the presence of hepatomegaly. In these storage disorders, however, splenomegaly is massive and helps in the differential diagnosis.43 Hypoglycemia can also be used to distinguish GSD from other metabolic abnormalities.

**Clinical and laboratory evaluation**

In GSD III, the administration of glucagon 2 hours after a carbohydrate-rich meal provokes a normal increase in blood glucose (BG), whereas, after an overnight fast, glucagon typically provokes no change in BG level.

Critical blood samples drawn at the time of hypoglycemia are useful in evaluation of the various metabolic and endocrine causes (Table 2). The coexistence of hepatomegaly and hypoglycemia should prompt a workup that includes measurement of BG, lactate, uric acid, and hepatic profile including liver function studies, CK, plasma total and free carnitine, acylcarnitine profile, urine, and urine organic acids. When the diagnosis is unclear, measurement of insulin, growth hormone, cortisol, free fatty acids, beta-hydroxybutyrate, and acetoacetate levels may also be needed. In addition, the results of newborn screening should be checked because fatty acid oxidation disorders and galactosemia are included both in the differential diagnosis and standard newborn screening panels. At presentation, individuals with GSD III have elevated transaminase levels, often >2× upper limits of normal and often >500 IU/L, with elevated fatty acid concentrations. At the time of hypoglycemia, beta-hydroxybutyrate concentration will be elevated, which is in contrast to the hypoketosis characteristic of fatty acid oxidation disorders and hyperinsulinism. A more detailed workup of the individual who presents with hypoglycemia and hepatomegaly can be found in Scriver’s Online Metabolic and Molecular Bases of Inherited Disease 47

Electromyograms and nerve conduction studies are generally both abnormal showing evidence of myopathy (small, short duration motor units) and a mixed pattern of myopathy and neuropathy.28 These findings may be caused by structurally abnormal glycogen accumulation within the skeletal muscle and peripheral nerves.48 Although rarely performed in the clinical scenario of GSD III, forearm exercise testing will demonstrate a blunted increase in lactate in GSD III.49 Uric acid levels could also be elevated in the setting of muscle exertion.50

Hepatomegaly and/or myopathy often lead gastroenterologists and neurologists to biopsy the liver or muscle/nerve to differentiate among the diverse causative factors in the differential diagnosis. Biopsies should lead to a definitive diagnosis in most cases but are critically dependent on the site of the biopsy and correct processing of the tissue. Tissues should be processed for light microscopy and electron microscopy, and also snap frozen (~15 mg) in the operating room in liquid nitrogen for biochemical analysis. Usually 30–40 mg of tissue or four cores of liver tissue are required for all the studies necessary to make a definitive diagnosis. In the United States, reliable enzymatic analysis is only available on frozen muscle and liver biopsy samples.

Liver histology in those with GSD III can help differentiate it from other liver GSDs. Histopathologic findings of the liver in GSD I include distention of the liver cells by glycogen and fat with uniform glycogen distribution.51 There is a mosaic pattern with pale staining and nuclear hyperglycogenation. Lipid vacuoles are large and frequent.52 In most individuals with GSD III, the liver and/or muscle biopsy demonstrate a vacuolar accumu-

### Table 2 Suggested laboratory evaluations for a patient with hypoglycemia and hepatomegaly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary evaluation (if possible, drawn at the time of hypoglycemia)</th>
<th>Secondary evaluation (when the diagnosis is unclear)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blood glucose</td>
<td>Insulin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood lactate</td>
<td>Growth hormone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uric acid</td>
<td>Cortisol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatic profile including liver function studies</td>
<td>Free fatty acids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum lipid profile</td>
<td>Beta-hydroxybutyrate and acetoacetate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma CK</td>
<td>Review results of newborn screening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma total and free carnitine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma acylcarnitine profile</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma amino acids</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinalysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urine organic acids</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ulation of nonmembrane-bound glycogen primarily located in the cytoplasm. Lipid vacuoles are less frequent in GSD III than in GSD I. The presence of fibrosis, ranging from minimal periportal fibrosis to micronodular cirrhosis, is noted in GSD III and not in GSD I.16,51,52 Some glycogen is also found in lymphomes.21,53,54 The stored material in GSD I and III is periodic acid-Schiff positive and diastase sensitive within the cytoplasm.

With thorough noninvasive routine laboratory testing, it is often possible to arrive at a presumptive diagnosis of GSD III without a biopsy. However, definitive testing for GSD IIla via either molecular genetic or enzymatic testing is necessary.

**DIAGNOSTIC TESTING**

**Glycogen debranching enzyme**

GDE is an unusual protein because of its two independent catalytic activities; 1,4-alpha-D-glucan 4-alpha-D-glycosyltransferase and AGD, with separate active sites on a single polypeptide chain.55

**Laboratory diagnosis of GSD III**

A diagnosis of GSD III is based on: (i) demonstration of excessive and structurally abnormal glycogen accumulation with shorter outer branches and deficient debranching enzyme activity in frozen liver and/or muscle biopsy samples or (ii) identification of pathogenic mutations in the AGL gene on both alleles.

**Biochemical analysis of GDE activity and glycogen content**

Clinical assays measure overall GDE activity in the affected tissue samples. The glycogen content is markedly increased in GSD III (as high as 3 to 5 times the normal levels), and the accumulated glycogen appears structurally abnormal (shorter outer branches; indicated by decreased G-1-P to glucose ratio as compared with normal controls). This is an important distinguishing feature for GSD III compared with other GSDs (II, IV, V, VI, and IX) where glycogen content may be elevated but distinguishing feature for GSD III compared with other GSDs (II, IV, V, VI, and IX). Some glycogen is also found in lymphomes.21,53,54 The stored material in GSD I and III is periodic acid-Schiff positive and diastase sensitive within the cytoplasm.

**DNA mutation analysis**

GSD IIla and IIlb are allelic disorders. Mutation testing can help confirm the diagnosis and provide information to predict GSD III subtype, carrier testing, and prenatal or preimplantation genetic diagnosis.

Mutations causing GSD IIla are scattered throughout the AGL gene and are associated with considerable allelic heterogeneity. All mutation types, including missense, nonsense, splice site, small frame shift deletions and insertions, and large gene deletions and duplications, have been described in the AGL gene. Most mutations are specific to individual families although there are some common mutations associated with specific ethnic backgrounds.65 In the United States, p.R864X (10.3%), c.3964delIT (6.7%), c.4260-12G>A (IVS32-12A>G) (5.5%), and p.R1228X (5.2%) are the most common mutations but together account for only 28% of all mutant alleles.55,57,66,67

Unlike GSD IIla, which is associated with allelic heterogeneity, two mutations in exon 3—c.18_19delGA (p.Gln6HisfsX20), for-

### Table 3 Biochemical and histologic characteristics of selected GSD types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GSD type</th>
<th>Biochemical characteristics (glycogen content/ratio of glucose-1 phosphate/glucose)</th>
<th>Histology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GSD I</td>
<td>Upper limit of normal/normal</td>
<td>PAS-positive cytoplasmic glycogen and a significant lipid accumulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSD II</td>
<td>Extremely elevated/normal</td>
<td>PAS-positive vacuolated membrane-bound lysosomal glycogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSD III</td>
<td>Extremely elevated/decreased</td>
<td>PAS-positive cytoplasmic glycogen mixed with some lipid accumulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSD IV</td>
<td>Slightly elevated/normal to increased</td>
<td>PAS-positive/diastase resistant amylopectin-like cytoplasmic glycogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSD V</td>
<td>Extremely elevated/normal</td>
<td>PAS-positive cytoplasmic glycogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSD VI</td>
<td>Extremely elevated/normal</td>
<td>PAS-positive cytoplasmic glycogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSD VII</td>
<td>Slightly elevated/normal</td>
<td>PAS-positive, some amylopectin-like cytoplasmic glycogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSD IX</td>
<td>Extremely elevated/normal</td>
<td>PAS-positive cytoplasmic glycogen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GSD, glycogen storage disease; PAS, period acid-Schiff.
Ideally, a targeted mutation analysis should be performed if targeted in the homozygous state. Although not definitive, data suggest that ethnic group-specific mutations may be appropriate. Full mutation screening strategy has been suggested. If GSD IIIb is strongly suspected, exon 3 may be sequenced first since identification of at least one exon 3 common mutation predicts a GSD IIIb phenotype and may obviate the need for more comprehensive and expensive sequencing or a muscle biopsy for enzyme analysis. If the individual has muscle involvement, screening for ethnic group-specific mutations may be appropriate. Full AGL gene sequencing (which is clinically available) should be performed if targeted mutation analysis fails to reach a diagnosis. If only one mutation is identified, deletion/duplication testing is recommended.

**OVERVIEW OF MANAGEMENT**

GSD III disease is a multisystem disorder best managed by a multidisciplinary team led by an experienced physician. Team members should include a metabolic disease specialist/biochemical geneticist in addition to the specialists dictated by the disease manifestations. This might include a cardiologist, neuromuscular specialist, gastroenterologist, physical therapist, occupational therapist, genetic counselor, and a metabolic dietitian. All specialists involved in the care of an individual with GSD III should have an understanding of the disease, its broad and protean manifestations, and its challenges, including the psychologic and emotional impact of this disease on patients and families. There should be a team member with experience in GSD III (e.g., the metabolic specialist) who is able to coordinate the patient’s care.

**CARDIOLOGY**

Glycogen deposition in cardiac muscle has been recognized since 1968; however, the amount of glycogen was thought to be insignificant and to have little clinical effect, especially when compared with the cardiac hypertrophy with heart failure and death observed in individuals with infantile Pompe disease (GSD II). An early case report in 1972 by Miller et al. described an infant with GSD III who died suddenly at the age of 4 months and, at autopsy, showed striking cardiac hypertrophy. Another case report in 1984 described a young woman with GSD III who developed symptomatic congestive heart failure during pregnancy and also had cardiac hypertrophy with glycogen deposition documented by heart biopsy. Thus, cardiac involvement in GSD III is not just an incidental finding, but the extent of involvement of the heart remains an important clinical question. The report in 1984 first suggested that serial echocardiograms might be able to identify individuals with GSD III who have cardiac involvement and are at risk of symptomatic congestive heart failure.

**Ventricular hypertrophy and cardiomyopathy**

Individuals with GSD III do not develop valvular disease such as semilunar or atrioventricular valve regurgitation, but left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH) seems to be common in GSD III, although only a small fraction of individuals with GSD III actually develop cardiomyopathy (symptomatic ventricular hypertrophy). Several small case series reported in 1989 and 1997 suggested that ventricular hypertrophy is a relatively common finding in GSD III, although the exact incidence was quite variable, between 30% and 80%, depending on the study. There are rare reports of GSD III patients with symptomatic cardiomyopathy, and one patient with congestive heart failure required a cardiac transplant. Predictive features for those who may have a worse cardiac outcome are unknown. No correlation with myopathy or CK activity has been noted. There is some indica-
tion that LVH may become more common with age, although it is clear that LVH alone does not indicate clinically significant cardiomyopathy.15,72

Endomyocardial biopsy specimens show glycogen deposition but no myocyte disarray, which contrasts with the histologic hallmark of myocyte disarray seen in hypertrophic cardiomyopathy because of sarcomeric mutations, despite the similar appearance of hypertrophy on echo imaging.71 The echo imaging of individuals with GSD III reported to date has been relatively limited in scope, showing mostly LV thickness and shortening fraction as the echo parameters measured. More sophisticated echo measurements such as LV mass, as have been studied in Pompe disease,78 may better define the increase in LV thickness. Given that diastolic dysfunction is often the first functional abnormality in hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, it usually precedes any systolic dysfunction. There is one case report79 that notes echo parameters suggesting LV diastolic dysfunction in the face of preserved systolic function with normal ejection fraction. Furthermore, longitudinal follow-up of GSD III patients with respect to cardiac involvement has not been reported; however, in this journal, a recent study is included with longitudinal follow-up and LV mass and wall thickness measurements.27

Electrophysiology/heart rhythm

Limited data are available regarding heart rhythm abnormalities in GSD III. Only a few series have reported electrocardiography (ECG) findings and, in most cases, these have shown cardiac hypertrophy.72,24,71,72 There is very limited information regarding the potential for arrhythmia, although isolated case reports suggest that arrhythmia can occur. The infant who died suddenly at the age of 4 months with marked ventricular hypertrophy may have died from an arrhythmia.23 Moses et al.24 included one patient in their series with symptomatic cardiomyopathy and significant LVH by echo who had one documented episode of atrial fibrillation. Vertilus et al. in this issue of Genetics in Medicine also note a few patients who died suddenly, thought to be likely because of arrhythmia. Other than ECG findings suggestive of ventricular hypertrophy, specific rhythm disturbances on ECG appear to be uncommon. Given the known LVH and these case reports, there is the potential for serious arrhythmia.

Atherosclerosis

Hyperlipidemia, including hypercholesterolemia and hypertriglyceridemia, occurs in as many as 40% of those with GSD III,74,80 although not all studies confirm this finding.81 Hyperlipidemia is a well-recognized risk factor for atherosclerosis. Thus, vascular dysfunction with early atherosclerosis or early coronary artery disease could occur in individuals with GSD III. There are limited data to date regarding this clinical question. A report by Hershkovitz et al.81 in 1999 described lipid profiles in a subset of individuals with GSD III. They found normal lipid profiles and vascular endothelial function,82 suggesting that there is no strong association of GSD III with hyperlipidemia or with functional measure of vascular reactivity. More studies are needed to confirm these observations.

Routine evaluation and management

Based on currently available data regarding cardiovascular involvement in GSD III, several recommendations for evaluation and management can be made. Because ventricular hypertrophy, sometimes associated with cardiomyopathy and clinical symptoms, is well documented in GSD III, routine evaluation of rhythm by ECG and for ventricular hypertrophy by echocardiogram is recommended. Echocardiograms should measure wall thickness and ventricular mass. Echo measurement of systolic function such as shortening fraction and ejection fraction should be performed periodically, but measures of diastolic function are useful as well because diastolic dysfunction may precede overt systolic dysfunction and could indicate the need to begin closer follow-up for potential cardiovascular symptoms. For individuals with GSD IIIa, serial echocardiograms are recommended beginning at the time of diagnosis and repeated every 12-24 months until there is an abnormality by echo or clinical symptoms suggestive of poor ventricular function or arrhythmia. For individuals with GSD IIIb, a baseline echo at the time of diagnosis and then every 5 years seems to be a reasonable screening strategy to monitor cardiac status. Although current knowledge is that individuals with GSD IIIb do not develop cardiac involvement, long-term follow-up of these individuals has not been done, and there are some with GSD IIIb in whom LV mass is at upper limits of normal.27 The same parameters of ventricular thickness, ventricular mass, and systolic and diastolic function should also be measured in those with GSD IIIb.

Although potential heart rhythm abnormalities have not been accurately quantified, it seems that arrhythmia can develop in a subset of individuals with GSD III. It seems prudent to perform serial 12-lead ECGs every other year in individuals with GSD IIIa to examine the heart rhythm. Additional electrophysiologic monitoring is indicated for individuals with clinical symptoms such as palpitations, for individuals in whom an ECG abnormality develops, or for individuals who develop moderate or more severe ventricular hypertrophy by serial echo imaging.

As a general rule, no exercise restrictions are recommended for individuals with GSD III. Although exercise restrictions may be necessary if significant ventricular hypertrophy with ventricular outflow tract obstruction develops or if heart rhythm abnormalities develop (also see section on Physical therapy/exercise).

GASTROINTESTINAL/NUTRITION

The type of GSD III (IIa or IIb), the age at diagnosis, and the individual’s symptoms will determine the best dietary treatment options.

Infants and young children with GSD IIIa and IIIb

The initial focus of the diet for the infant and young child with either GSD IIIa or IIIb is to prevent hypoglycemia. Small, frequent feedings and the avoidance of fasting are generally agreed on as the first step. There is still controversy regarding the distribution of calories from carbohydrates, protein, and fat. The onset of myopathy (GSD IIIa only) occurs at an earlier age than was once thought; therefore, the importance of protein in the younger child’s diet should not be overshadowed by a singular focus on carbohydrates.83-85 A high protein diet may be beneficial in three ways: with gluconeogenesis intact, protein-derived alanine can be used as an alternate source for glucose during times of fasting; higher dietary protein intake may also improve muscle function by enhancing muscle protein synthesis; and by replacing some of the carbohydrates with protein, unnecessary glycogen storage may be reduced. The child with myopathy and growth failure should be started on a high protein diet.85,86 The child with GSD IIIb may only need cornstarch (CS) therapy87; however, the addition of protein may still be beneficial both as an alternate source of glucose and by decreasing the accumulation of abnormally structured glycogen.
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in liver. Additional protein may also offset excessive glycogen storage.

Because gluconeogenesis is intact in GSD III, sucrose, fructose, and lactose are not restricted as they are for individuals with GSD I. However, simple sugars are discouraged in favor of a diet that is higher in complex carbohydrates and protein and to reduce glycogen storage. In general, the dietary recommendations for fat follow the usual guidelines for children. The use of medium chain triglycerides (MCTs) in GSD III as an alternative source of energy and its effect on triglyceride levels warrants further investigation. There are reports of an increase in triglycerides levels with MCTs.83,84

Further investigation. There are reports of an increase in triglycerides levels with MCTs.83,84

Reduced bone mineral density has been reported in GSD III.88 Muscle, metabolic, and dietary consequences may contribute to this bone abnormality. Therefore, calcium and vitamin D intake must be assessed as part of the overall nutrition evaluation. Periodic laboratory evaluation of these levels may also be beneficial. Because all food groups are allowed on the diet for GSD IIIa and IIIb, vitamin and mineral supplements are only prescribed based on individual need.

CS can be introduced early; however, in infants aged younger than 12 months, CS may not be tolerated as the necessary digestive enzyme, amylase, may not be fully functional before this age. Inability to digest CS causes gas, bloating, and diarrhea. A gradual introduction of CS may help reduce some of these side effects. In some instances, pancrelipase has been used with CS to aid digestion and lessen side effects. Pancrelipase is a combination of three enzymes (proteins): lipase, protease, and amylase. These enzymes are normally produced by the pancreas and are important in the digestion of fats, proteins, and sugars. In many cases, the CS requirements in GSD III may be less than the amounts required for preventing hypoglycemia in GSD I. For these two reasons, we recommend starting with a lower dose of CS and increase it as needed, rather than treating the child with too much CS. Both dietary overtreatment and undertreatment can be problematic in GSD III. These two issues will be discussed in a later section.

One gram of CS per kilogram of body weight may be sufficient to maintain normal levels of BG for 4 hours or longer in GSD III. Initially, BG must be monitored hourly to determine if the dose of CS is adequate. Once the CS dose has been established, the frequency of BG monitoring is decreased. BG should be monitored during illness, when changes are made to the diet or schedule, to establish exercise routines, and randomly to detect asymptomatic hypoglycemia. In some cases of GSD IIIa or IIIb, hypoglycemia may be as severe as in GSD I and may require similar amounts of CS. In these cases, 1.6 g CS/kg body weight may be needed every 4 hours for an infant or young child, and 1.7–2.5 g CS/kg body weight may be prescribed every 6 hours for an older child. For measuring purposes, one packed, level tablespoon of Argo brand CS weighs ~8 g (Summit, IL). Repeated reports from individuals with GSD III indicate Argo brand (www.argostarch.com) CS is preferred for its taste and palatability, stability, and effectiveness. CS can be mixed in any beverage; preferably, the CS should be mixed in milk or added to yogurt to provide a source of protein and fat. In many cases, if the CS is not maintaining the child’s BG at desirable levels adding more protein instead of more CS may correct the problem.87 Whey protein is recommended if protein supplements are required to increase the dietary protein.84

In severe cases, especially in infancy, when it is hard to maintain normal BG levels, continuous overnight enteral feedings may be required. The type of formula chosen for the overnight enteral feeds in GSD III does not need to be sucrose, fructose, or galactose free (as it would for the treatment of GSD I). A child older than the age of 1 year who still requires overnight enteral feedings may benefit from a higher protein formula such as those used for the treatment of diabetes. It is imperative that the child eats or takes CS as soon as the feeding pump is turned off to avoid developing hypoglycemia.

As mentioned above, providing too much CS can be problematic.89 The goal with CS formula, meals, and snacks is to give small, frequent, consistent amounts of carbohydrates to achieve a more sustained normal level of BG. Providing too much CS, too much formula, or excessively large meals can lead to excess glycogen storage in the liver and muscle and also to insulin resistance. In general, overtreatment can also lead to excess weight gain, which negatively impacts the child in many ways, both psychologically and medically.

There is also a concern about undertreatment in GSD III. Some children, as well as adults, with GSD III are unable to feel the symptoms of hypoglycemia. Therefore, without randomly checking BG levels, they would not know if their diet and/or CS schedule were maintaining their BG levels in the normal range of 70–140 mg/dL. Hyperketosis has been reported in patients with GSD III. It is possible that in the setting of moderate to large ketosis in GSD III as a result of increased fatty acid oxidation and upregulated neoglucogenesis,41 BG levels may be
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CARDIOLOGY RECOMMENDATIONS

- Echocardiography for ventricular hypertrophy including wall thickness, ventricular mass and systolic and diastolic function
  - For GSD IIIa, obtain baseline and repeat every 12–24 months
- For GSD IIIb, obtain baseline echocardiography for the same parameters as noted for GSD IIIa; repeat every 5 years
- Routine 12-lead ECG for arrhythmia
  - For GSD IIIa, serial 12-lead ECG every 2 years
  - More detailed rhythm analysis if any symptoms
- Repeat echocardiograms and ECGs more frequently in patients with significant ventricular hypertrophy and/or clinical symptoms
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Based on the BG results, the schedule may need to be revised by schedule, such as with a new school year, starting dance lessons, before meals, before doses of CS, before bed, and first thing in the morning. As noted above, any time there is a change in individual's schedule, but in general, BG should be checked before meals, during and after physical activity. Monitoring of BG should be over a 1- to 2-day period.

Long-term monitoring of growth is important. Tracking height-for-age, weight-for-age, weight-for-height, body mass index, and head circumference for age on standard growth charts allows any change in trends to be detected. If a change in growth parameters is noted and does not appear related to inadequate nutritional intake, then the patient should be referred to an endocrinologist or gastroenterologist, depending on the available evidence regarding the changes in growth. Growth hormone therapy has been associated with adenoma growth and complications in GSD I, and its use in any individual with GSD must be only when there is a documented growth hormone deficiency. In such a situation, the individual should be monitored closely for the appearance or increased size of adenomas and also for hypertriglyceridemia.

As with all metabolic disorders, other important issues related to feeding should not be overlooked. These include psychosocial issues and exercise. All children have a need for structure and guidance with their diet, but this is especially true for children with special diets. Early establishment of healthy dietary habits consistent with GSD III guidelines will improve the likelihood of long-term dietary compliance. Teaching children about their GSD III diet and its importance in ways that are age appropriate will help them gain independence and take ownership of their dietary needs as they grow older. When consistently providing this structure, it is also important to maintain as much normalcy about the diet as possible, so that the child does not feel isolated or adopt a negative view of the diet. Choices within the framework of the diet will allow the children to feel that they have some control. Offering more choices in other areas of their life will also give the child a sense of control.

Exercise is especially important for individuals with GSD IIIa. Manifestations of GSD IIIa, including myopathy, low bone mineral density, and hypoglycemia, are impacted by exercise and diet. Exercise in GSD IIIa is covered more thoroughly in the sections on Exercise and Physical therapy.

Adults with GSD IIIa and IIIb

The emphasis of the diet for the adult with GSD IIIa is on a higher percentage of protein. Carbohydrates may be limited, but preference should be given to complex carbohydrates, as opposed to simple sugars. Again, there are no diet restrictions with regards to specific types of sugars. Simple sugars should be avoided as they result in sudden rise and fall of BG. Recommendations for nutrient distribution vary from 20% to 30% protein, 35% to 55% carbohydrates, and 20% to 35% fat. However, most of these recommendations refer to infants and children. There are two case reports regarding the use of a high protein diet in adults with GSD IIIa. Dagli et al. outlined the course of a patient who was followed up for more than 2 decades. In infancy, ~20% calories was from protein. As a teenager, he developed severe cardiomyopathy, and the amount of protein was increased to 20–25% of total calories. By age 22 years, the protein was increased to 30% of total calories, and CS was decreased to just enough to maintain normal glycemia. A dramatic improvement in his cardiomyopathy was observed, suggesting that a high protein diet without overtreating with CS can reverse and possibly prevent cardiomyopathy.90

For the adult with GSD IIIb, there is no special dietary treatment. The potential for hypoglycemia with severe stress still exists, but in general, a regular, well-balanced diet is sufficient.

Hepatic and Hepatic Transplant

Pathophysiology

The liver is involved in a variety of ways in GSD III. Hepatomegaly occurs in childhood, and ALT and AST are typically elevated, consistent with hepatocellular injury. Serum activities of AST and ALT are markedly elevated in the first decade of life but tend to decrease significantly thereafter.74 Elevation of AST and ALT may also represent muscle involvement, especially in individuals with an elevated CK. Liver histology demonstrates distension of hepatocytes by glycogen and perilobular septal fibrosis early in the disease process, perhaps related to the accumulation of abnormally short-branched glycogen.91 Other common histologic abnormalities are: steatosis, hepatocyte ballooning, and eventually, both centrilobular and portal-based fibrosis.

Liver disease is reported as improving with age; however, as the life expectancy of individuals with GSD III improves, the long-term hepatic manifestations of the disease are being better recognized. There are several publications of patients with cirrhosis16 and some who progressed to ESLD.17,20 The true prevalence of cirrhosis in this population is not known as liver biopsy is performed uncommonly. The estimated prevalence of cirrhosis among individuals with GSD III is based chiefly on results of laboratory testing, e.g., prolongation of the prothrombin time, low serum albumin concentration, and imaging appearances (a nodular hepatic contour and manifestations of portal venous hypertension such as splenomegaly). It is not known whether glycogen deposition and accompanying fibrosis is greater in individuals with type IIIa or IIIb disease since there are reports of liver cirrhosis in both.

There are also reports of hepatic adenoma formation and/or HCC in individuals with GSD III.17,19,92–93 In contrast to individuals with GSD I, adenomas are typically less numerous and smaller in size in GSD III. In a study of 16 patients with GSD III (age range 14–24 years), 4 developed adenomas (age range 10–19.5 years, mean 14 years), whereas in another study, 2 of 45 patients (age range 20 months to 67 years) had hepatic adenomas.17,18 Currently, there is no biomarker that is predictive of HCC transformation in GSD III. Alpha fetoprotein and chorionic embryonic antigen levels remain normal and do not predict the presence of hepatocellular adenomas or malignant transformation.18,19,92

Clinical and imaging studies

Although the histologic abnormalities in individuals with GSD III may be striking, the only detectable biochemical abnormality for many years is elevation of the serum AST and ALT concentrations. The levels are typically between two to three times the upper limit of the normal range and are accompanied by normal synthetic function: serum albumin, PT, and bilirubin concentrations. Other potential causes of elevated ami-notransferase concentrations among adults should be taken into account on the basis of risk profile—family history of chronic liver disease, identifiable risk factors for exposure to hepatitis B.
and/or C virus infection (body piercing, sexual promiscuity, receipt of blood or blood products before 1992, and nasal or intravenous drug use), relevant prescription drug exposure, personal or family history of autoimmune disease, and predisposing conditions for nonalcoholic fatty liver disease, e.g., systemic hypertension and type 2 diabetes mellitus.

To what extent the increase in transaminase concentrations is associated with symptoms such as fatigue is less clear. The individual’s clinical course, particularly if myopathy is present, will be dictated by those features rather than by the effects of liver injury.

Liver imaging is routinely performed in individuals with GSD III. In younger children (<18 years), liver ultrasound can be performed every 12 to 24 months. With increasing age, computed tomography or magnetic resonance imaging scanning using intravenous contrast should be considered to look for evidence of liver cirrhosis (nodular hepatic contour and manifestations of portal venous hypertension such as splenomegaly), presence of adenomas, and evidence of HCC.

Liver transplantation and organ allocation

Although individuals with GSD III may develop histologic evidence of cirrhosis, so long as their synthetic function remains normal or well preserved, liver transplantation (LT) is not necessary. In the United States, and increasingly in other countries, priority for LT is governed by the individual’s model for ESLD (MELD) score. This score is calculated using a logarithmic assessment of three objective and reproducible variables, namely total serum bilirubin and creatinine concentrations, and the international normalized ratio. The score may range from as low as 6 to a high capped at 40. In contrast to the Child’s score, which formed the basis of assessment of disease severity and, therefore, organ allocation until 2002, the MELD score represents a continuous assessment of liver disease severity.94

The primary function of the MELD score is to estimate an individual’s mortality risk from liver disease and its complications during the next 90 days: the higher the score the greater the risk of death. A MELD score of 15–17 is significant in that this is the point at which the mortality risk associated with liver disease and its complications is equivalent to the 1-year mortality associated with complications arising from LT.95 Since the inception of MELD score as the basis for deceased donor organ allocation, patients with HCC have been granted additional priority.

It has been suggested that individuals with GSD III and advanced liver disease should be considered for liver transplant.17 In GSD III, because the hepatic abnormalities are the result of a single gene, cell autonomous defect, there is no possibility of recurrence of primary liver disease within the transplanted allograft. LT does not correct the skeletal or cardiac manifestations of GSD III.96,97 Few individuals have undergone LT for GSD III.96,97

As individuals with GSD III continue to have a better quality of life and live longer, it is possible that the incidence both of ESLD and HCC will also increase, thereby resulting in greater demands on liver transplant services.

MUSCULOSKELETAL/FUNCTIONAL/REHABILITATION

Neuromuscular and musculoskeletal

The clinical spectrum

Clinical manifestations in GSD III, as described earlier, are heterogeneous, ranging from asymptomatic to significant prox-
imal and distal weakness and atrophy. In childhood, muscle symptoms are reported as usually absent or mild. In a series of 16 patients aged 3–22 years, detailed neuromuscular evaluation revealed one patient with severe weakness, four with slight involvement, and 11 who were asymptomatic or minimally affected. However, subtle motor delay in children may be more widespread than previously identified, and a recent report described that 80% of children with GSD IIIa had average gross motor function below the 25th percentile for age. The most common neuromuscular manifestations of GSD IIIa in children are hypotonia and/or mild nonprogressive weakness, which may mimic a congenital myopathy. Gross motor symptoms presenting in early childhood may improve or resolve somewhat with the potential for reemergence of proximal and distal weakness in adults, exacerbated by distal atrophy suggesting underlying neuropathy. Musculoskeletal features may include hypermobility at individual joints, with hyperextension at knees and elbows, and alignment characterized by an anterior pelvic tilt and mild lumbar lordosis, slightly increased width of base of support, genu valgum and recurvatum, hindfoot valgus, and forefoot varus. Anterior pelvic tilt and increased width of base of support may be related to postures assumed to accommodate increased abdominal girth from hepatomegaly and may lead to biomechanical disadvantage in the use of abdominal muscles and hip extensors and abductors. Increased abdominal girth when young may alter postural development. Weakness, whether primary and related to debrancher enzyme deficiency or secondary to altered biomechanics or both, seems to affect trunk and proximal muscles (abdominal muscles, hip extensors, and abductors) and distal muscles, with decreased grip strength and decreased ability to jump and hop.

Significant weakness attributable to debrancher deficiency most often is recognized in adult life. In the review by Cornelio et al., weakness emerged in the 3rd or 4th decade of life in 70% of patients with debrancher myopathy, and the course was generally slowly progressive and not debilitating. The distribution of weakness and associated features of the myopathy are highly variable. Individuals may have symmetrical, predominantly proximal or more generalized weakness, occasionally in association with hypertrophy/psuedohypertrophy of some muscles. Another characteristic manifestation is distal weakness and atrophy suggesting underlying neuropathy. Although these cases may be termed distal myopathy, peripheral neuropathy due to debrancher deficiency may contribute to this pattern of weakness. It appears that these findings may become more evident with increasing age and that the median nerve may be preferentially involved. Consistent with this view is the finding of glycogen accumulation in peripheral nerves, abnormal nerve conduction velocities, and “neuropathic” features by EMG. Clinical heterogeneity is paralleled by genetic heterogeneity, and even among individuals with the same mutation, the range of muscle symptoms has varied from minimal to severe for reasons that are unclear. The responsible variables have yet to be identified.

Implications for muscle energy metabolism and exercise

Muscle glycogen is a crucial fuel for anaerobic metabolism to support maximal effort and is broken down by myophosphorylase and muscle debranching enzyme. Despite the fact that muscle glycogen is crucial for normal muscle energy metabolism, dynamic symptoms of exercise intolerance are not recognized in GSD IIIa. Unlike GSD V and VII, and distal glycolytic defects, exertional muscle contractures or recurrent rhabdomyolysis are not features of this disorder. The fact that similar symptoms have not been described in GSD IIIa suggests that glycogen branches accessible to myophosphorylase (enzyme deficient in GSD V) provide sufficient anaerobic glycogenolysis to be protective.

In addition to anaerobic metabolism, muscle glycogen is also necessary for normal muscle oxidative metabolism. It provides a substrate for oxidative phosphorylation in the transition from rest to exercise. In fact, glycogen is a critical oxidative substrate to support maximal rates of oxidative phosphorylation. In healthy humans, muscle glycogen depletion results in muscle fatigue and a substantial drop in aerobic power. Limited aerobic capacity or reduced endurance have not been identified as characteristic features of GSD IIIa. This may relate to a protective effect of retained capacity to metabolize glycosyl residues accessible to myophosphorylase. It may also be attributable to a protective effect of weakness that limits exercise or to a lack of appropriate testing of affected individuals. Furthermore, impaired aerobic capacity or reduced endurance is notoriously difficult to assess without quantitative exercise testing and ap-

HEPATIC RECOMMENDATIONS

- Laboratory testing to include serum AST, ALT, PT, bilirubin, and albumin every 6 months to yearly to monitor extent of hepatic damage and to delineate if there is progression of liver cirrhosis to end-stage liver failure
- Alpha fetoprotein and Chorionic embryonic antigen levels do not predict the presence of hepatocellular adenomas or malignant transformation
- Abdominal Ultrasound is reasonable in a pediatric population. Abdominal imaging should be performed at baseline and then every 12-24 months
- Abdominal Computed tomography/Magnetic resonance imaging with contrast should be performed in older patients every 6-12 months based on laboratory and clinical findings
- Monitoring of the patient’s MELD is used to assess liver disease severity

Laboratory testing to include serum AST, ALT, PT, bilirubin, and albumin every 6 months to yearly to monitor extent of hepatic damage and to delineate if there is progression of liver cirrhosis to end-stage liver failure

Alpha fetoprotein and Chorionic embryonic antigen levels do not predict the presence of hepatocellular adenomas or malignant transformation

Abdominal Ultrasound is reasonable in a pediatric population. Abdominal imaging should be performed at baseline and then every 12-24 months

Abdominal Computed tomography/Magnetic resonance imaging with contrast should be performed in older patients every 6-12 months based on laboratory and clinical findings

Monitoring of the patient’s MELD is used to assess liver disease severity
propriate controls. Limited degradation of muscle glycogen in GSD IIa would be expected to deplete available glycogen more rapidly and shorten the period of exercise necessary to produce muscle fatigue. The associated restriction in hepatic glucose production in GSD III, by limiting the normal increase in muscle utilization of BG during sustained exercise, also would be expected to limit sustained exercise and could potentially provoke hypoglycemia. The fact that neither have been described may relate to increased abundance of alternative oxidative fuels (free fatty acids and ketone bodies), to enhanced capacity for gluconeogenesis and fatty acid oxidation, or to a lack of appropriate and rigorous testing.

A lack of information limits the ability to provide firm recommendations regarding regular exercise in GSD III. Nevertheless, the benefits of exercise training in muscle phosphorylase deficiency (GSD V) suggest that aerobic conditioning may be beneficial also in GSD III. Similarly, recommendations regarding resistance exercise or strength training await appropriate studies. The vulnerability of other disorders of muscle glycogenolysis and glycolysis to injury triggered by maximal effort suggests that such exercise be approached with caution in GSD III.

Physical therapy
Musculoskeletal assessment is recommended with respect to potential alterations in alignment described earlier (hypermobility, increased width of base of support, anterior pelvic tilt, genu valgum and recurvatum, hindfoot varus, and forefoot varus). Intervention with custom-molded foot orthoses may improve distal alignment at feet and ankles and secondarily decrease genu valgum, leading to improved weight-bearing alignment for protection of the musculoskeletal system over time. Taller orthotic intervention with ankle foot orthoses may be recommended for more severe malalignment, instability, or distal weakness in adults. Direct and functional assessment of strength and endurance is recommended for monitoring status over time and guiding individualized exercise programs as described above. Standardized gross and fine motor testing in children is recommended to assess function relative to age-level peers, to identify specific individual areas of impairment and decreased function, and to optimize participation. Functional adaptation and appropriate provision of adaptive equipment may address fine motor issues compromised by distal weakness (cutting, writing, keyboard use, and opening jars). This may include adaptations for participation, such as driving modifications if grasp or upper extremity strength and function are compromised or if lower extremity involvement necessitates use of hand controls, and may include mobility devices if needed because of decreased strength or endurance. Avoidance of contact sports in the presence of hepatomegaly may be advised in children. Aggressive upper extremity weight-bearing activities (such as cartwheels) and/or activities involving potential joint distraction in suspension activities (such as climbing trees and monkey bars) should be avoided in children with hypermobility/instability at elbows coupled with decreased strength. Median nerve damage may occur at the wrist in adults because of compression from glycogen deposition in the nerve within the limited space of the carpal tunnel. Wrist splints may be recommended when sleeping to avoid excessive wrist flexion, which could exacerbate compression within the carpal tunnel. Appropriate precautions in individuals with cardiac involvement have been described in the Cardiology section.

GENERAL MEDICAL CARE
General medical care should be individualized as disease manifestations vary. During childhood, routine immunizations should be given on the recommended schedule. Any immunizations that may prevent illness (such as influenza leading to hypoglycemia) should be offered, because these may avoid an illness and the risk of hypoglycemia. Hepatitis B immunizations should be given. Hepatitis C status should be monitored in individuals with risk factors for hepatitis C. Hepatitis B or C infection may potentiate the risk for liver tumors in individuals with GSD III.

Beta-blockade is often prescribed in individuals with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy with ventricular outflow tract obstruction. Beta-blockers should be used with great caution in individuals with GSD III because of their potential to mask the symptoms of hypoglycemia, and other medications should be considered before using a beta-blocker.

There is little available information regarding the use of over-the-counter medications and concomitant hypoglycemia in individuals with GSD III. Although there are no reports in the literature of drugs precipitating hypoglycemia in children with GSD III, drugs known to cause hypoglycemia should be avoided. The most important agents causing hypoglycemia are insulin and insulin secretagogues (the sulfonylureas). Parents of children with hypoglycemia should be educated on the importance of monitoring during intercurrent illnesses that may involve prolonged fasting. Medic-Alert bracelets and emergency letters from the managing physician are helpful and should be provided. Hypoglycemic events in adults with GSD III are relatively uncommon; however, caution should be used with drugs causing potential hypoglycemia, particularly in cases of impaired liver function. Alcohol may predispose individuals to hypoglycemia.

There is at least one report of a concomitant diabetes in an adult with GSD III who was successfully treated with an oral alpha-glucosidase inhibitor. For patients with GSD IIa and hyperlipidemia, statins are relatively contraindicated, given their potential to unmask or worsen existing myopathy.

GYNECOLOGICAL/OBSTETRICAL CARE
Caution should be used when prescribing hormonal birth control; estrogen is known to contribute to both benign and malignant hepatocellular tumors. Given the risk of adenomas in this group, estrogen should be avoided when possible. Progestin-only contraceptives do not pose the same risk and may be considered; however, there are other challenges such as risk for reduced bone mineral density, which needs to be monitored.

Females with GSD III are known to have polycystic ovaries from a young age, on rare occasions, individuals can develop hirsutism, irregular menstrual cycles, and other features of polycystic ovarian syndrome. Fertility is not thought to be reduced. There have been reports of successful pregnancies in individuals with GSD III.

Pregnancy
Any woman with GSD III who chooses to pursue pregnancy runs some risks and requires careful follow-up by a high risk obstetrician. Ideally, individuals with GSD III will consult with their health care team and maintain optimal metabolic control before conception. The primary goal during pregnancy is to maintain normoglycemia. The appropriate diet during pregnancy is unique to each individual. For some, this may only require following a regular healthy diet, but for many, it may mean increasing snacks to include more complex carbohydrates and protein and/or adding or increasing the amount of CS.
MUSCULOSKELETAL/FUNCTIONAL/NEUROMUSCULAR REHABILITATION RECOMMENDATIONS

Physical therapy evaluation recommended every 6 months or more frequently based on physical status, function, or need

Physical therapy assessment including
- Musculoskeletal assessment
  - mobility/hypermobility/muscle extensibility
  - posture and spinal alignment
  - pelvic alignment
  - width of base of support in standing
  - genu valgus/recurvatum
  - foot and ankle alignment
  - elbow hyperextension
- Strength/endurance assessment
- Pain assessment
- Standardized assessment of age appropriate developmental/functional status

Assessment of exercise capacity and individualized exercise guidance as needed

Coordination with nutrition regarding monitoring and optimizing blood glucose levels for exercise and activity levels

Coordination with cardiology in the presence of cardiac involvement

Physical therapy intervention based on physical therapy assessment

Adaptive equipment may include
- orthotic intervention
- hand splints
- mobility devices
- driving modification
- devices/modifications as needed for transfers, access, activities of daily living, work, school, and participation

Neuromuscular consultation at time of diagnosis with follow-up as symptoms change

Neuromuscular assessment for patients with weakness including
- assessment for treatable causes of hand weakness (carpal tunnel syndrome)
- characterization of any peripheral neuropathy present and evaluation for contributing factors unrelated to GSD III (diabetes mellitus, demyelinating neuropathy, etc.)

Repeat EMG/nerve conduction study should be performed if signs of polyneuropathy or intrinsic hand muscle weakness develop

Orthopedic consultation as needed
Hypoglycemia may be more difficult to control attributable to the accelerated starvation state of pregnancy, thus requiring a more constant and reliable route of glucose/protein administration such as continuous nasogastric feeds, CS every 4–6 hours, and central hyperalimentation. Adequate amount of protein is necessary to provide an alternate source of glucose via gluconeogenesis. It is extremely important to maintain euglycemia throughout pregnancy and to avoid upregulation of counter-regulatory hormones (this would result in lipolysis and ketosis, with risk of fetal demise).

Complications of GSD III in reproductive-age women include hepatic adenomas, osteoporosis, and exacerbation of liver symptoms. Hepatic adenomas may increase in size caused by the hormonal changes of pregnancy. Radiology imaging should be performed before pregnancy and after delivery to monitor this risk. Physical therapy assessment may be helpful regarding altered biomechanics and musculoskeletal management.

Management may benefit from a planned delivery via induction in a tertiary care facility. At the time of delivery, important precautions include the use of an intravenous glucose infusion (to prevent hypoglycemia); usually, D10 is preferred. Coordination of care with a high-risk obstetrical group and the metabolic team are essential. Prior arrangements for labor, delivery, and postpartum recovery should include a dextrose infusion until the mother can resume eating and is able to maintain normoglycemia.32,33,110

SURGERY/ANESTHESIA

Children with GSD IIIa should be monitored for hypoglycemia during any surgical procedure. The duration of allowable preoperative fasting should be based on the individual’s usual dietary history. If periods of 4–6 hours of fasting cannot be tolerated without hypoglycemia, intravenous glucose at a rate and concentration to maintain BG >70 mg/dL should be provided. Hepatic enlargement may impact anesthetic care because of its effect on diaphragmatic excursion. Hepatic involvement in GSD III causes elevation of hepatic enzymes with generally normal synthetic function; however, because some individuals develop progressive cirrhosis, coagulation function should be assessed before surgery. In cases of cirrhosis, anesthetic agents with known negative effects on the liver should be avoided.111 The anesthetic implications of the myopathy associated with GSD III do not appear to differ from those of other myopathies. There may be an increased sensitivity to the nondepolarizing agents. Agents such as succinylcholine should not be used in individuals with myopathy given their potential for rhabdomyolysis. Careful perioperative monitoring is recommended given the possibility of respiratory and metabolic complications during surgery and anesthesia.112

CARE COORDINATION AND SUPPORT

The Association of Glycogen Storage Disease (http://www.agsdus.org/) is an organization that provides information and support to people with GSD and their families. The Web site provides descriptions of the various types of GSD and a listserv, a mechanism for people with all forms of GSD to connect via the Internet. The AGSD also holds a medical conference each year for individuals with GSD and their families.

In the United States, the Muscular Dystrophy Association (MDA) also supports individuals with GSD III. Their publication “Metabolic Diseases of the Muscle” is available for download on the MDA Web site, www.mda.org. Because of the muscular manifestations of GSD III, certain equipment and services may be available at free or at reduced cost via a participating MDA clinic.

GENETIC COUNSELING, PRENATAL DIAGNOSIS, AND SCREENING

Similar to other inborn errors of metabolism, genetic counseling should be offered to all parents of children with GSD III and to adults affected with the condition. In counseling families with GSD III, at least a three-generation pedigree from the
consult and or proband should be obtained. GSD III is an autosomal recessive condition. De novo mutation rates are expected to be infrequent, and parents of an affected individual are assumed to be carriers. The recurrence risk to parents who have had an affected child is 25%. DNA mutation analysis is necessary for the identification of additional family members in the extended family who may be carriers. Several laboratories in the United States offer DNA diagnostic and/or prenatal diagnostic testing for GSD III (see www.genetests.org). GSD IIIa mutations are equally distributed among the large 35-exon AGL gene. When screening for GSD IIIb, some laboratories may only screen for two common mutations in exon 3—c.18_19delGA (p.Gln6HisfsX20), formerly described as c.17_18delAG, and c.16C>T (p.Gln6X)—rather than perform full-gene sequencing. Identifying mutations for GSD IIIa requires full sequencing. Identification of carrier status in the general population is limited and not routinely offered; however, mutation analysis to further refine the risk of having a child with GSD III can be offered to those at risk (e.g., the spouse of a known carrier or spouse of an affected person).

Prenatal diagnostic testing is typically performed by mutation analysis either on cultured chorionic villus samples or amniocytes, ideally of the probands of previously identified AGL mutations. When the mutations segregating in the family are known, molecular testing is the gold standard. PGD is also an option for families with GSD III if the mutations have been identified.

**FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND EMERGING THERAPIES**

Current therapies for GSD III continue to be symptomatic and nutrition based. Whether there is a role for compounds that provide an alternative source of energy is questionable and warrants further investigation. Certainly, there has been a surge of interest regarding the role of anaplerotic compounds as triheptanoin in patients with inborn errors of metabolism and the potential for secondary energy compromise. One adult patient with Pompe disease reportedly improved after the use of triheptanoin as an alternative fuel.113 To our knowledge, this form of therapy has not been tested in patients with GSD III. Furthermore, the role of MCT oil remains debatable until more evidence is available with regard to the effect on triglycerides. Future research is needed to design treatment strategies that may potentially prevent or suppress glycogen accumulation, provide alternative sources of energy, or target specific pathway abnormalities. The effect of diet (particularly high protein diet), exercise, and influence of hormonal changes needs long-term evaluations. Unfortunately, there is no clinical application for small molecule therapy, enzyme replacement, or gene replacement therapy in GSD III.

Several challenges remain before clinical testing of therapeutic strategies can be considered. Assessing the role of any new therapy will depend on the availability of sensitive new biomarkers that correlate with clinicopathologic findings and/or disease severity. This goal demands further characterization and understanding of the natural history of GSD III and the clinical and biochemical phenotypic changes that occur overtime with increasing age. Long-term complications of the disease are now more recognized. The extent of hepatic, cardiac, and muscle/nerve involvement need focused systematic reviews. At the same time, the role of clinical biomarkers in urine and blood of GSD III patients has been underrated. There is a need for biomarkers that correlate with disease severity to determine prognosis or efficacy of treatment. A urinary biomarker, Hex4, was shown to correlate

---

**GYNECOLOGICAL/OBSTETRICAL RECOMMENDATIONS**

- Avoidance of estrogen as an oral contraceptive
- Maintenance of normoglycemia and avoidance of hypoglycemia and ketosis is critical throughout the pregnancy and during labor and delivery
- A planned delivery via induction and/or close to a tertiary care facility important to ensure good maternal and fetal outcome

---

**SURGERY/ANESTHESIA RECOMMENDATIONS**

- Preoperative evaluation to include hepatic enzymes and liver synthetic function to help determine appropriate anesthetic
- Recommend discussion with surgical and anesthesia team for coordinated approach and for discussion of intravenous glucose to maintain glucose >70 mg/dL
- Medications like succinylcholine that can cause rhabdomyolysis must be avoided
- Monitoring for hypoglycemia in the pre-, peri-, and postoperative period is critical
well with disease severity in GSD III patients with significant disease involvement compared with other traditional serum markers. Animal models for GSD III are needed to further disease involvement compared with other traditional serum markers.
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### Recommendations

- Offer genetic counseling to all parents with a child with GSD III and to all adults with GSD III.
- Determine the proband's AGL mutations when feasible.

For prenatal diagnosis:
- Molecular testing is the preferred method when both mutations are known.
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